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https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/

Simplify your
Workday

Fujitsu Tablets and Notebooks

Mobility at Work.
Business enterprises are relying more and more on mobile
devices. This reflects the paradigm shift toward increased
mobility in today’s society, and by embracing mobile
devices enterprises stand to profit from the undeniable
benefits delivered by mobile systems. Businesses can thus
reach out to a new generation of employees – the digital
natives – while gradually moving toward digital work
processes and enabling employees to reach a satisfactory
work-life balance. At the same time, enterprises are becoming more efficient and competitive through higher
workforce productivity, optimized and digitized business
processes, and improved customer services. To make sure
that your mobile strategy will boost your business, Fujitsu
offers a truly unique portfolio of tablets and notebooks
that makes it easier for employees to perform the daily
tasks found in any work environment.

More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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F ujitsu tablets and notebooks deliver outstanding
performance and convenience no matter the task.

Discover our mobile solutions – watch the video

This applies to 2 in 1 devices, specialized tablets and notebooks: Users of Fujitsu mobile devices
are ready to take on the challenges of any work situation and can rely on constant connectivity,
uncompromising security and a superb user experience.
Equipped with the latest 8th Generation Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor family, Fujitsu mobile devices
deliver added value to users as well as business enterprises. Intelligent and flexible performance
makes multitasking much less daunting, so users can approach even sophisticated applications
with confidence. Smart security effectively safeguards sensitive business data. And cost-saving
manageability reduces the administrative workload of enterprise mobile communication. Features
like these make all work experiences more enjoyable and ensure the highest levels of user
satisfaction. What’s more, productivity is driven to higher levels – and the cost of operating
enterprise mobile devices is significantly reduced.
FIND OUT HOW MOBILE DEVICES FROM FUJITSU CAN OPTIMIZE ENTERPRISE PROCESSES AND
DELIVER MORE USER CONVENIENCE IN MANY DIFFERENT TASKS AND INDUSTRIES.

Discover the wide range of use cases.

Explore the Fujitsu Mobile product range.

Look for this symbol:
Offerings with this label are available worldwide.
Management and frequent travelers
Finance and insurance
Aviation and transportation
Healthcare

FUJITSU STYLISTIC Tablet PCs in detail

FUJITSU LIFEBOOK notebooks in detail
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Management and Frequent Travelers
Executives must cope with a volatile, extremely dynamic
and ever-changing environment. Disruptive technologies
are fundamentally changing business, society and life in
general. Markets are experiencing unprecedented transformation, data analyses are replacing hunches and intuition, and constant change is the norm. It is absolutely
vital that managers be in a position to ask the right
questions at the right time. Fujitsu tablets and notebooks
are travel and business companions that help to cut
through and make process management much simpler –
and thus give executives the freedom they need to address
decisive business questions.

More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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Fujitsu’s mobile devices and Windows 10 Pro put
convenience and productivity at your fingertips. You benefit from a new user experience,
enhanced mobility, great manageability and
security, as well as networking capabilities.
View details

MANAGERS ON THE GO NEED TO ACCESS REPORTS AND PREPARE PRESENTATIONS
ANYWHERE, AND THEY WILL NOT ACCEPT COMPROMISES. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC
R727 should be their preferred choice. It delivers the ease-of-use and flexibility of a
tablet, plus the productivity and full performance of a notebook – all in one device.
■ The 12.5-inch (31.8 cm) anti-glare display lets users take notes, sign documents
■ Switching to notebook mode is easy – just attach the slim magnetic keyboard
■ On-the-go connectivity is ensured with 4G/LTE, while encrypted drives support data
security

Make the world your workplace.
Fujitsu can help you mobilize your
enterprise, identify the future workplace, discover important security
trends and manage talent.
Watch the video

USERS WHO SWITCH BETWEEN DESK WORK,
MEETINGS AND PRESENTATIONS THROUGHOUT
THE DAY NEED A MULTI-MODE DEVICE TO STAY
PRODUCTIVE IN ANY SITUATION. The FUJITSU Tablet
LIFEBOOK P728 should be their preferred choice
as users can effortlessly switch between tablet,
laptop, stand and tent modes.
■ The latest 8th Generation Intel® Core™ vPro™
processor takes productivity to the next level
■ Anti-glare display with a 12.5-inch (31.75 cm)
FHD screen provides for a seamless viewing
experience
■ Wacom Digitizer pen with 4K pressure levels
offers users a natural pen experience

EXECUTIVES AND SALES EMPLOYEES WHO ARE
CONSTANTLY ON THE ROAD NEED A LIGHT, YET
POWERFUL NOTEBOOK COMPANION. The lightweight FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U938 with
the latest 8th Generation Intel® Core™ vPro™
processor is the ideal device for managers and
road warriors.
■ Remarkably slim (at 15.5 mm) and lightest
business notebook in the market (starting at
just 920 grams.)
■ High-resolution FHD display with glare touch
or anti-glare non-touch features
■ Embedded WLAN, Bluetooth, optional 4G/LTE
connectivity and full-sized interfaces

USERS REQUIRING A DEVICE WITH NOTEBOOK
FUNCTIONALITY AND TABLET CAPABILITIES DEMAND
SOMETHING SPECIAL. The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK
T938 with the latest 8th Generation Intel® Core™
vPro™ processor combines the mobility and intuitive operation of a tablet with the performance
of a notebook.
■W
 ith just a twist the tablet becomes a highperformance notebook
■ T he ultra-slim design and light weight make
this device the perfect travel companion
■ T he sharp 13.3-inch (33.8 cm) touch display
offers high resolution and precise handwriting
recognition

USERS WHO ACCESS ENTERPRISE DATA AND MANAGE
PROCESSES ACROSS ALL DIGITAL CHANNELS NEED
TO HAVE A WORKPLACE DEVICE THAT IS EXTREMELY
MOBILE, BUT WITH THE ERGONOMICS OF AN OFFICE
WORKPLACE SYSTEM. The FUJITSU Notebook
LIFEBOOK U748 with the latest 8th Generation
Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor combines superior
mobility and ergonomics in an ultra-mobile design.
■E
 quipped with a 14-inch (35.6 cm) anti-glare
display with optional FHD touch
■ T he embedded palm vein sensor optimally
protects the notebook and company data from
unauthorized access
■B
 ased on a family concept that delivers maximum flexibility and cost-effectiveness

Amazing devices for
managers and frequent
travelers
LIFEBOOK P728

STYLISTIC R727

LIFEBOOK U938

LIFEBOOK T938

LIFEBOOK U748

Multi-mode Productivity

Unlimited Usability and
Productivity with 2 in 1

Your Light and Elegant Travel

Top Performer with a Twist

Ultra-mobile meets Ultra-secure

View details

View details

Companion
View details

View details

View details
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Finance and Insurance Sector
Mobile devices from Fujitsu offer consultants in the finance
and insurance sectors real benefits. Intuitive and easy
operation, fast connectivity and high reliability make
them ideal for on-site meetings with customers. 2 in 1
devices also support interactive consulting concepts and
guarantee a high level of productivity when it comes to
administrative tasks. Fujitsu tablets and notebooks
provide banking and insurance consultants with easy,
agile and efficient mobile support enabling them to
apply modern consulting concepts and build strong
customer relationships.

More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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With made4you Fujitsu offers customizing
services throughout the entire lifecycle. You
can optimize mobile devices, starting with an
individual lasered logo or by implementing
an individual software load per user profile.
View details

APPRAISERS AND CONSULTANTS WHO OFTEN NEED TO ILLUSTRATE CONCEPTS, SOLUTIONS
AND ASSESSMENTS REQUIRE EXTREMELY HIGH LEVELS OF MOBILITY AND EXTENSIVE
FUNCTIONALITY. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738 is an ideal 2 in 1 detachable that
combines the flexibility of a tablet with the power of a notebook, even in unconventional
working environments.
■ The 13.3-inch (33.8 cm) FHD anti-glare display comes with multi-touch input options
■ Semi-rugged design features reinforced corners, plus optional 4G/LTE and NFC
■ Backlit keyboard dock as well as an optional cradle for improved comfort

Future-proof 2 in 1 devices bring
insurance consultants and customers
closer together. Rollout is also faster
in combination with customized mobile
device solutions.
Learn more

MODERN CONSULTING CONCEPTS MAKE LIFE A
WHOLE LOT EASIER – FOR CONSULTANTS AND
CUSTOMERS. The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK P728,
an ultra-light (1.2 kg), high-performance 2 in 1
device, is just the thing for smart applications!
■ C omes with a 360° foldable hinge and a
12.5-inch (31.8 cm) FHD anti-glare display
■ Features multi-touch input and has the very
sensitive Wacom Digitizer pen
■E
 quipped with the integrated touch-free
PalmSecure® option for superior protection

CONSULTANTS, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES TO
WEALTH MANAGEMENT, OFTEN WORK AT MANY
DIFFERENT LOCATIONS – THEY REQUIRE EXTREME
MOBILITY AND ERGONOMIC WORKPLACES EQUIPPED
WITH WIDE-RANGING FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY. The remarkably slim and lightweight FUJITSU
Notebook LIFEBOOK U728 with the latest 8th
Generation Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor is just the
right choice to satisfy these requirements.
■ Enterprise-grade security options with the
optional integrated PalmSecure® sensor
■U
 ltra-mobile notebook with a 12.5-inch
(31.8 cm) non-glare HD, FHD or optional
FHD touch screen
■ Outstanding connectivity provides ample
performance and convenience for even the
most demanding applications

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION AND RETENTION ARE
ENHANCED WHENEVER SALES PROCESSES – BOTH
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL – ARE OPTIMIZED AND
DIGITIZED. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS, USERS NEED
FLEXIBLE DEVICES THAT SERVE AS THEIR WORKPLACE
AND ALSO SUPPORT INTERACTIVE CONSULTING
WITH CUSTOMERS. The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK
T938 with the latest 8th Generation Intel® Core™
vPro™ processor is a 2 in 1 device that combines
the flexibility of a tablet with the performance of a
notebook in one extremely light and robust device.
■ Rich connectivity features ensure that the entire
sales process can be completed digitally
■ 13.3-inch (33.8 cm) swivel display
■E
 quipped with digital pen to support auditproof signatures

MANY EMPLOYEES ARE ON THE MOVE EVEN WITHIN
THEIR COMPANY, LEAVING THEIR WORKPLACE
TO TAKE PART IN MEETINGS, APPOINTMENTS AND
CONFERENCES. The LIFEBOOK E Series delivers the
ideal level of mobile performance for conducting
daily business.
■ 14-inch or 15.6-inch non-glare displays, along
with ample enterprise connectivity features
■ Various battery options make sure that users
have a stable supply of power
■ Based on a family concept in order to deliver
maximum flexibility and cost-effectiveness

Amazing devices for
finance and insurance

LIFEBOOK P728

STYLISTIC Q738

LIFEBOOK U728

LIFEBOOK T938

LIFEBOOK E Series

Multi-mode Productivity

Tablet Mobility meets
Notebook Productivity

Ultra-mobile meets Ultra-secure

Top Performer with a Twist

Reliable Business Performer

View details

View details

View details

View details

View details
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Aviation and Transportation
Those people who manage the constantly growing
number of passengers and complexities of freight logistics
need to have uncompromising IT performance at their
disposal around the clock to make sure that schedules
are met. Fujitsu tablets and notebooks are the devices
of choice when it comes to ease of use, connectivity, top
performance and proven reliability. Users can focus their
full attention on what really matters: keeping the world
in motion every day. Their ultimate goal is to ensure high
levels of mobility on land, sea and in the air.

More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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FLIGHT MANAGEMENT IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CHALLENGES FACING TODAY‘S
PILOTS. THE VOLUME OF DATA REQUIRED IS ENORMOUS. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC
R727 is the ideal electronic flight bag that makes life in the cockpit much easier.
Navigation data, airport maps, operating manuals and updated information about fuel
consumption and other key parameters are available instantly with this sleek 2 in 1
device.
■ Simply attach the magnetic keyboard and the tablet is transformed into a notebook
■ Ideal device for writing e-mails and checking work schedules when traveling
■ When the tablet is set in the cradle, users can enjoy a desktop experience in the office
or at home

CHECK-IN AND BOARDING ARE USUALLY THE FIRST POINTS OF
PERSONAL CONTACT BETWEEN THE PASSENGER AND THE AIRLINE.
Check-in and boarding processes that are customer-centric and
professional set the stage for making the entire passenger experience pleasant and satisfying. The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK
U7 Series dramatically enhances this experience.
■ Impressive performance with the latest Intel® Core™ vPro™
processors
■ Perfect device for mobile check-in and boarding station for
demanding airlines
■ Backlit keyboard, large touch pad and a brilliant display support
service-centric operations

Fujitsu tablets and notebooks give
you the freedom to design your work
processes efficiently – in the office
and on the go.

WHEN COORDINATING SUPPLY CHAINS AND DELIVERIES, LOGISTICS
MANAGERS MUST BE ABLE TO ORCHESTRATE DATA STREAMS RELIABLY.
The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC V727 with the latest 8th generation
Intel® Core™ processor technology is the ideal choice for this
purpose – it combines the flexibility of a durable tablet with the
power of a notebook.
■ Clever fanless design with a durable magnesium lid and powerful
magnetic keyboard
■A
 12.3-inch (31.2 cm) anti-glare FHD display with pen support
and automatic backlight adjustment
■ Instantly switches from tablet mode to full-performance notebook
mode when the backlit keyboard is attached

DURING REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE ENGINEERS MUST
INSPECT EVERY AIRCRAFT COMPONENT WITH IN-DEPTH PRECISION.
The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC Q738 is an extremely durable and
secure 2 in 1 detachable which is the ideal device for this scenario.
■ The 13.3-inch (33.8 cm) FHD anti-glare display with pen and
touch support ensures excellent performance
■ The magnesium case and reinforced corners provide strength
under tough working conditions
■ The light weight (at just 796 grams) makes mobile work effortless,
especially with the Wacom AES pen

Amazing devices for
aviation and transportation

STYLISTIC R727

LIFEBOOK U7 Series

STYLISTIC V727

STYLISTIC Q738

Unlimited Usability and
Productivity with 2 in 1

Ultra-mobile meets Ultra-secure

Flexible Business Companion
with Fan-less Design

Tablet Mobility meets
Notebook Productivity

View details

View details

View details

View details
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Healthcare
Today many doctors and nursing staff still have to gather
data manually and then enter the information using a
stationary PC. Repetitive tasks are time consuming, data
entry by hand increases the risk of error. Paper-based
data is not always available where needed or accessible
when wanted. Fujitsu tablets optimize these processes
by providing secure, mobile data input capabilities
and access to electronic patient information anytime
and anywhere in real-time, thus giving doctors and
nursing staff more time to spend with their patients for
better care.

Did you know?
Fujitsu PalmSecure is the most reliable
biometric authentication solution on the
market.
More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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View details

CARING FOR PATIENTS IN HOSPITALS OFTEN INVOLVES A LOT OF STRESS. DOCTORS AND NURSING STAFF MUST
REACT TO CONSTANTLY CHANGING WORKING CONDITIONS WITH A HIGH DEGREE OF ACCURACY. The lightweight
and easy-to-read FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC V727 is the perfect choice for healthcare environments.
■ The FHD anti-glare display ensures brightness and readability at all times
■ Touch support and the Wacom AES pen with 4K pressure levels makes note-taking quite easy
■ The magnetic backlit keyboard transforms the mobile device into a full-fledged office system.
GENERAL PRACTITIONERS WHO COMMUTE BETWEEN THEIR OFFICES AND HOSPITALS MUST MAKE SURE
THAT THEY CAN SERVE THEIR PATIENTS BEST ACROSS SEVERAL LOCATIONS. EFFICIENT ACCESS TO ARCHIVED
ELECTRONIC MEDICAL DATA OPTIMIZES PROCESSES CONSIDERABLY. The FUJITSU Tablet STYLISTIC R727
is the ideal device for this scenario as it combines the flexibility and light weight of a tablet with the
productivity of a notebook.
■ The anti-glare display enables users to write notes or signatures with a digital pen
■ Effortlessly delivers the power needed to run demanding applications, with a runtime spanning a full day
■ Reports can be viewed on a larger display by simply docking the tablet into the cradle

DOCTORS AND NURSING STAFF MUST COMPLETE DIVERSE TASKS
DURING THE WORKDAY. The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK P728 supports
these multi-mode work styles with ease.
■ Weighing just 1.2 kg, the device takes the productivity of mobile
users to the next level
■ T he anti-glare display with 12.5-inch FHD screen ensures an
uncompromising viewing experience
■ Extended battery runtime gives users the freedom they need for
long workdays

OPTIMIZED DATA INPUT AND REAL-TIME INFORMATION HAVE AN
IMPACT ON THE QUALITY OF HEALTHCARE PROCESSES TODAY. The
extremely robust and secure 2 in 1 detachable FUJITSU Tablet
STYLISTIC Q738 ensures high levels of convenience at work.
■ T he 13.3-inch (33.8 cm) FHD anti-glare display delivers a great
viewing experience
■ T ouch and pen support with 4K pressure levels makes data input
very flexible
■ T he cradle with backlit keyboard dock transforms the tablet into
a full-fledged notebook in seconds

THE CONSISTENT FLOW OF INFORMATION IN HEALTHCARE PROCESSES
DEMANDS COMPLETE ACCESS TO PATIENT INFORMATION. The FUJITSU
Notebook LIFEBOOK S938 is ideal for this scenario with features like
fast data access, extremely long battery runtime and best-in-class
data protection.
■ The 13.3-inch (33.8 cm) high-resolution screen brilliantly displays
images that are sharp and crisp
■ Battery runtime of 21 hours ensures data access even for the
longest shift
■ Embedded PalmSecure™ technology provides maximum security
and data protection

Amazing devices
for healthcare

STYLISTIC V727

STYLISTIC R727

LIFEBOOK P728

STYLISTIC Q738

LIFEBOOK S938

Flexible Business Companion
with Fan-less Design

Unlimited Usability and
Productivity with 2 in 1

Multi-mode Productivity

Tablet Mobilty meets
Notebook Productivity

Your Stylish and Durable Business
Partner

View details

View details

View details

View details

View details
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Experience the natural writing experience on
Fujitsu notebooks and tablets
The stylus was probably one of the first tools ever invented.
Thus it should come as no surprise that the stylus is
making a comeback in the digital age. To date most
computer input pens have not been well-suited for
writing, drawing and marking. But Fujitsu tablet devices
are different. They have been optimized for use with
the new-generation digital 4K stylus. This multifunction
tool gives users a natural writing experience – it’s just
like using an ink pen.

More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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THE NEW STYLUS – JUST YOUR STYLE. A stylus is a writing implement that works by touch or pressure,
rather than with ink. For a tablet it usually looks a bit like a pen, and can be used to select options,
write, or draw on a touchscreen. With its high degree of precision and reliability, the stylus assures a
seamless writing/drawing experience. Like a natural extension of your hand, inspiring you to be more
creative digitally. It is a very handy tool designed for simplified operation of a tablet PC (2-1, Slate) device,
be it for taking notes and OCR text conversion identification, digital signature, drawing, etc. A stylus
allows you to use it much like you would a typical ink pen making it easy to work on a variety of applications that allow you to write and draw in freehand using just your tablet and a stylus. Fujitsu tablets
are optimized with a 4K stylus for smart usage – even with some apps.

Highly precise natural behavior
The digitizer has multiple electrostatic coils arranged orthogonally (X-axis, Yaxis) to each other. One coil and the pen coil act as the transmitting unit; the
others act as receiving units. The transmitting unit generates an electric field.
The generated electric charge is detected according to the electric field which
has been identified on the receiving unit.

NATURAL WRITING EXPERIENCE – Like a
natural extension of your hand.

UNMATCHED PRECISION – Reliable
response, regardless of the size of
the target location on the screen

WEATHER AGNOSTIC – Easy to
use, even with gloves.

The Digital Pen
Experience

CLEAN – Screen is protected from
unhygienic stains

Pen tip features a
signal electrode

SAFE – Screen is protected from
potential scratches
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Enjoy innovative features that make
your work much easier
Security, connectivity, ease of use: It’s the details that
determine how enjoyable the user experience will be.
And it’s these details that really pay off in the business
world – if everything is done right, users are more satisfied
and their productivity increases. This attention to details
is what makes Fujitsu tablets and notebooks different from
all the others. Discover the innovative features that will
make your work and your life much easier.

More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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Mobility features that matter.

PALM VEIN SENSOR

4G LTE TECHNOLOGY

Identify yourself with your hand – it’s easy, natural and
very reliable.

The best connectivity – no matter where you are.

FAMILY
PORT REPLICATOR CONCEPT


FAST CHARGING BATTERY

A port replicator that supports easy connectivity while
also reducing complexity and costs.

80% battery recharge in 60 minutes, saving 30 minutes
in comparison to standard battery recharging time.

USER EXCHANGEABLE BATTERY

FAN-LESS DESIGN

The ideal feature for light travelers – take Fujitsu
notebooks and tablets along without any need for a
battery charger!

Enjoy a quiet work experience.

PULL OUT LAN CONNECTOR

NEAR FIELD COMMUNICATION

High-speed LAN within two seconds? It’s easy, and you
will never need an adapter again.

Ready for contactless short-range data exchange.
A wide range of application options – e.g., in micro
payment, access control and component identification/inspection.
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More information:
https://workplace.global.fujitsu.com/
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